The leading perturbative contributions into the two-point gauge-invariant correlator T r gF µν (x)U(x, 0)U(0, y)gF ρσ (y)U(y, 0)U(0, x) are calculated at the one-loop order. It is shown, that nonlocal condensate T r α s F µν F µν is nonzero at this order. The relation with the renormalization properties of Wilson loops is briefly discussed. *
Our present theoretical understanding of strong interactions is based on quantum chromodynamics (QCD). It is well known, that the gauge nature of this theory leads to a wealth of its properties as well as to the great difficulties in the description of its dynamics. One source of these difficulties lies in the fact, that despite all observables one can calculate in the theory must be gauge invariant, the calculations actually involve noninvariant quantities like propagators at intermediate steps. The situation is studied well for the covariant gauges, at the same time for the noncovariant ones a lot of work still has to be done (see [1] and references therein). There is also a kind of temptation to consider one set of gauge conditions as "more physical" than another one supported by real simplifications arising then one chooses the "most adequate gauge" for the given problem (despite all physical observables are of course gauge independent).
Therefore it is very useful if possible to reformulate the theory in terms of gauge invariant quantities from the beginning. The latter are usually taken as Wilson loop functionals:
The ordinary brackets denote usual average:
where field strength tensor is
All that makes attempts to look for an alternative set of gauge invariant quantities attractive. Recently a lot of work has been done (see [3] and references therein) in order to represent QCD on a way, where dynamical degrees of freedom are gauge invariant cumulants of the following type:
where nonabelian phase factors are
The double brackets in (2) denote the irreducible cumulants, for example AB = AB − A B , see [4] and [8] for details.
Applying the nonabelian Stokes theorem [5] and cluster expansion property [4] one obtains:
where D n are defined in (2) . It may be proven, that the r.h.s. of (4) does not depend on the reference point x 0 as it must be, if all D n are taken into account. Therefore there is a natural question, which n are essential in the expansion (4). One easy notes, that for small contours, where the coupling constant is small, highest cumulants which are by definition non-reducible Green's functions are small too. Lattice calculations and some theoretical considerations demonstrate, that the same conclusion is going to hold in the nonperturbative regime [6] and only a few lowest cumulants are important.
In particular, the lowest nontrivial bilocal cumulant measured on the lattice in [7] is believed to be dominant and it is actually the case in the so called
Gaussian model of the gluodynamics vacuum [3, 8] .
Therefore it would be interesting to understand the perturbative behaviour of the lowest gauge-invariant functions (2) . First of all, one could compare the renormalization properties of (2) and (1). It will be seen below, that they are different, inspite of the similarities encoded in (4) . Second, such results may be useful for the lattice calculations, where perturbative part of the cumulants is measured at the small distances. It should also be noticed, that gluon propagator in the radial gauge is expressed as an integral of the quantities like (5) [1] . So analysing perturbative expansion of (5) we get some information about the perturbative series in Fock-Schwinger (radial) gauge.
In the present letter we are going to present leading perturbative contributions to the simplest n = 2 cumulant at the one-loop level:
The integration in any phase factor is along the straight line, connecting its end points.
The detailed full calculation of this quantity in the limiting case y = 0 has been done recently in [9] by two methods -direct calculation of the corresponding Feynman diagrams and by methods of heavy quark effective theory. If the reference point (x 0 = 0 in our case) is chosen at one of the correlator arguments (i.e. points where the operators F act are connected by the straight line), the quantity (5) depends on the only vector z = (y − x 0 ) − (x − x 0 ) and two different tensor structures can be introduced:
and
Note, that
µνρσ δ µρ δ νσ = 0 therefore only the part proportional to ∆ (1) contributing to the condensate α s F µν F µν . Two scalar coefficient functions in front of ∆ (1) and ∆ (2) :
were actually calculated in [9] and appeared to be nonzero both contrary to the tree level results where only D 1 (z) presents.
Generally tensor structure of (5) is more complicated and the results of [9] should be recovered by taking the points x, y and x 0 = 0 lying on a line, for example x = −y = z/2. So our results can be used as an independent check of [9] .
Let us briefly remind the situation in QED. The abelian analog of (5) was investigated in [10] . Calculation there simplifies greatly since phase factors are cancelled. Representing renormalized photon propagator in Feynman gauge as (we use Euclidean metric throughout the paper):
where z = y − x and d(z 2 ) = e 2 (z 2 ) -the renormalized effective charge and differentiating (9) with respect to z one easily finds:
Here z should be taken nonzero in order to avoid contact terms and the
Only the term proportional to d ′′ contributes to F µν F µν . Using the definition from [10] for the coordinate β-function :
it is easy to see that
Taking e 2 (z 2 ) = e 2 (µ 2 ) + be 4 (µ 2 )ln[1/(µz) 2 ] + O(e 6 ) we find at the lowest nontrivial order:
At the tree level in the SU(N) Yang-Mills theory the only difference from abelian case in the common colour factor (N 2 − 1)/2:
Situation at the loop level is much more complicated in the nonabelian case.
The main reason is the presence of phase factors U(x, y) in the expression (5) . Integrations over the straight lines, connecting the points x, y and x 0 = 0 lead to a new type of divergencies, additional to the usual ultraviolet ones.
These divergencies are studied well in context of renormalization of the Wilson loops, see [11] . Taking for simplicity the contour to be smooth and nonselfintersecting one gets [11] :
where infinite Z-factor contains linear divergencies arising from the integrations over the contour:
where L is the length of the contour C here and a is ultraviolet cutoff. At the same time logarithmic divergencies are absorbed on the usual way, so that In the case of correlators contour divergencies cannot be separated on some simple way as they can in the case of loops, so the perturbative behaviour of the correlator is controlled by both ultraviolet and contour divergencies.
Let us proceed with the direct calculation of the leading g 4 /ǫ terms in (5).
The Feynman diagrams, contributing to the quantity under consideration are presented in Fig.1 and µνρσ is defined in (13). Using dimensional regularization d = 4 − 2ǫ and keeping only 1/ǫ terms we get in the Feynman gauge (we consider gluodynamics but one can include dynamical quarks easily):
In the last expression γ is an angle between x and y. It may be seen that diagram 2a does not contain singular parts and diagram 2f equals to zero.
The straightforward check shows the coincidence with the results for the leading logarithmic terms from [9] . Note, that contrary to [9] we are working in the fundamental representation and our D from (5) is in fact D/2 from [9] .
All the above diagrams proportional to ∆ (2) and therefore do not contribute into the condensate
it is fullfilled by the only 2c, the result is:
We note the nontrivial dependence on the angles between x, y and z = y − x, one has perturbative contributions to the string tension at the one loop level since the kroneker part of (8) does not equal to zero. But it is well known that any mass parameter is to be created beyond perturbation theory only
and area law is perturbatively impossible. The problem is cured by the contributions from the higher cumulants, in particular triple correlator F F F also contain such kroneker parts being considered at the same (g 4 in our case) order of perturbation theory [12] . As a result string tension is equal to zero in the field-strength formulation as it must be at any given order of perturbation theory if all cumulants contributing to string tension at this order are taken into account. 
